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1 Introdution

In 1923, D.M.Y. Sommerville [3℄ lassi�ed the spherial triangles that ould tile

the sphere with ongruent opies in an edge-to-edge fashion. (This was repeated,

independently, by H.L. Davies in 1967 [1℄.) In a reent paper [2℄, I showed that,

among the isoseles triangles, there are three sporadi triangles and one in�nite

family that tile the sphere but do not do so in an edge-to-edge fashion. In two of

the sporadi ases, (150

Æ

; 60

Æ

; 60

Æ

) and (100

Æ

; 60

Æ

; 60

Æ

), it is very easy to show

that the triangle an tile in one way only (up to reetion) [2℄. The tiles in the

in�nite family f(180

Æ

� 360

Æ

=n; 360

Æ

=n; 360

Æ

=n), n odd g eah tile in a large

number of di�erent ways, whih an be enumerated using Burnside's theorem.

In this note we will prove the surprising fat that the remaining sporadi tile,

(80

Æ

; 60

Æ

; 60

Æ

), tiles in exatly three di�erent ways.

2 De�nitions and preliminaries

For the remainder of this paper, we will only onsider the (80

Æ

; 60

Æ

; 60

Æ

) triangle,

and we will therefore usually refer to it simply as a \triangle". The 80

Æ

angle

will be referred to as a \large" angle, and the 60

Æ

angle as a \small" angle. The

opposite edges will be referred to as \long"( with length L), and \short"(with

length S) respetively.

There are two ways in whih these angles an be seleted to add to 360

Æ

:

there an be six small angles, or three large angles and two small ones. We

shall all verties with these on�gurations (0; 6) verties and (3; 2) verties

respetively. If the tiling has a vertex whih is on an edge of some triangle, with

the remaining 180

Æ

�lled with angles of other triangles, there is only one way

for this to be done, namely three small angles. Suh a vertex will be alled an

(0; 3) split.

The (80

Æ

; 60

Æ

; 60

Æ

) triangle has an exess of 20

Æ

, and it therefore requires

exatly 36 suh triangles to over the sphere. Between them, these triangles

have 36 large angles and 72 small angles. It thus follows that any tiling with

these triangles must have exatly 12 (3; 2) verties, with the remaining 48 small

angles aounted for by a mixture of (0; 6) verties and (0; 3) splits. As we will

see, the numbers of these an vary from tiling to tiling.

We shall say that a triangle's edge that ontains a split vertex in its exterior

overhangs that vertex. For future referene we state expliitly:

Lemma 1 (Overhang Lemma) : No edge an overhang a vertex that has a

large angle.

If a triangle has a spei�ed small angle, there are two ways in whih the

triangle an be plaed. However, one the large angle of a triangle has been

spei�ed, the loation of the triangle is ompletely determined. We thus have,

in partiular:
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Lemma 2 (SSL Lemma) : If two small angles and at least one large angle

are determined at a vertex, the remaining angle(s) are large, and their positions

are ompletely fored.

One other trivial result will be needed enough to deserve a name:

Lemma 3 (Edge Lemma) : If the union of the already-determined triangles

has a short or long edge with a reex angle at eah end, it must be mathed by a

similar edge on the other side; and if that edge is long, the triangle is ompletely

determined.

3 The main result

Theorem 1 : The (80

Æ

; 60

Æ

; 60

Æ

) triangle tiles the sphere in exatly three ways.

Figure 1: The on�gurations for a (3; 2) vertex

Proof: Firstly, we look at the ways in whih the triangles an meet at a (3; 2)

vertex. The possibilities are shown in Figure 1. Either all three large orners

ome together (Figure 1a-), or the small orners separate two of them from the

third (Figure 1d-f).

The on�guration of Figure 1b is impossible, by the Overhang Lemma. Fig-

ure 1a is also impossible. First, the overhangs at A are fored. Then all angles

at the split verties A must be small; then the triangles 1 must be as shown,

to avoid an overhang at B; but then there are four large angles at B, whih is

impossible (�gure 2).

While the on�guration 1 an exist in a tiling, we an show that there is

no tiling using only that (3; 2) on�guration.. If we attempt suh a tiling, that

on�guration is fored at every vertex ontaining a large angle. Thus, beginning
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Figure 2: An impossible on�guration

with the shaded on�guration in Fig. 3, triangles are fored at the points A,

then at the points B, then at the points C as shown. But then there must

be two more small angles at eah of the points D, and four large angles ome

together at E, whih is impossible.

Figure 3: The partial tiling fored by on�guration 1 in the absene of other

(3; 2) on�gurations

It therefore follows that one of the following must our:

Case A : The tiling ontains the on�guration of Figure 1d .

Case B : The tiling ontains the on�guration of Figure 1e .

Case C : The tiling ontains the on�guration of Figure 1f and neither of the

on�gurations of 1d or 1e .
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We shall see that all of these do in fat exist, and are unique (up to reetion

for tilings A and B).

In ase A, the tiling shown in �gure 4 is fored. We start with just the initial

on�guration (shaded) and show that the remaining triangles are fored, a few

at a time. The Overhang Lemma fores the two triangles meeting the original

on�guration on the edges AB to be as shown (triangle 1). Applying the same

argument elsewhere fores the triangles 2 and 3, 4 and 5, and then 6 and 7.

Triangle 8 is fored by the SSL Lemma.

Figure 4: Tiling A, fored by on�guration 1d

At this point, the extended edge CC (shown heavy), of length 2S + L, has

been fored. It is easily veri�ed that no other ombination of edge lengths has

this sum. Moreover, the Overhang Lemma implies that the middle edge on the

other side annot be short; so 9 and 10 must be as shown. The triangles 11 are

fored next.

It is now lear that the remaining two angles at D must be small. There

annot be an overhang at E, as the triangle meeting 9 at the short edge CE

would have to have an large angle at C or E. Thus triangle 12 is as shown, and

E is a (3; 2) vertex; the remaining nine triangles follow diretly.

In ase B,the partial tiling shown in Figure 5 is fored. First, the exposed

long edge of triangle 0 must be overed with the long edge of another triangle

1; for there must be a small angle at the split vertex, and the Overhang Lemma

prevents prevents the new triangle from having a short edge there, ending in an

overhung large angle. Then tile 2 is fored, as its long edge may not overhang
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the large angle of tile 1. Tiles 3 and 4 follow in that order by similar arguments,

5 is fored by the Edge Lemma, 6 by the SSL Lemma, and 7,8, and 9 by the

Overhang Lemma.

Figure 5: Partial tiling fored by on�guration 1e

From Figure 5, there are two ways to put a large angle at vertex A. If we

plae it as triangle 10 in Figure 6, sharing an edge with triangle 7, triangles 11

and 12 are fored by the SSL Lemma. Triangles 7,9,10,11, and 12 then form the

forbidden on�guration 1a.

Figure 6: An attempt that is eventually bloked

If, instead, we plae a tile as triangle 10' in Figure 7, triangle 11 is fored, as

the reex angle at B does not permit a long edge at AB. Triangle 12 is fored

by the Edge Lemma, and triangle 13, �lling the remaining small gap at C,

must have its large angle at D, and not overhang that vertex, by the Overhang

Lemma. Triangle 14 follows by a similar argument. Applying the SSL Lemma

at E fores 15 and 16.

On the other side of the diagram (though lose by on the sphere!), the short

edge FB of triangle 11 must be mathed by another short edge; and as F is a

split vertex with no large angle, triangle 17 is as shown. Filling small gaps with
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Figure 7: Tiling B, fored by on�guration 1e

due regard to the Overhang Lemma yields triangles 18, 19, and 20.

Applying the SSL Lemma at G we obtain triangles 21 and 22, whih in turn

fores 23. Triangle 24 follows from 23 by the Edge Lemma. Triangles 25 and 26

�ll small gaps, with their orientation determined by the Overhang Lemma; and

the remaining four triangles follow in the order shown.

In ase 3, the on�guration 1f fores the partial tiling shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Partial tiling fored by on�guration 1f in the absene of 1d and 1e

There are three ways in whih the vertex at A an be �lled; two of them

yield the on�gurations 1d and 1e, and the third yields another 1f (shown with

heavy outline). This fores more of the tiling. Doing this four more times, we

obtain the tiling of Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Tiling C, fored by on�guration 1f in the absene of 1d and 1e

4 Some fats about the tilings

First, we note that the three tilings really are di�erent; see Figure 10, in w hih

the tilings A,B, and C appear, eah seen from over the \North Pole" (top), the

\Equator" (middle), and the \South Pole" (bottom). Tiling A has eight split

verties, and the others have 12 eah.

We an also see that the symmetry groups di�er. Tiling A has a symmetry

group generated by two orthogonal reetions. Tiling B has only one symmetry,

a 180

Æ

rotation about the axis that is seen end-on in the top and bottom views,

and would be vertial in the middle view. Tiling C has a symmetry group of

order 12, generated (for instane) by a 120

Æ

rotation, a reetion in a plane

through the axis of the rotation, and a point inversion.

While the equatorial view of Tiling A super�ially resembles the polar views

of Tiling C, this is slightly misleading. In the latter tiling, the \hexagons" are

antipodally plaed, whereas in the former ase they are not.

Tiling C is made up of six \kites", eah made up of six triangles. A omplete

kite an be seen at the top of the middle view of that tiling. Tiling A ontains

eight kites, whih overlap in various ways; and tiling B has six, also overlapping.
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Æ
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Figure 10: Views of the three tilings

lens" option, then onverted to vetor graphis using Corel Draw.) Exeutable

and C soure �les an be obtained from www.povray.org.
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